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Abstract
Let N G G where G is a finite group and let B be a p-block of G, where p
is a prime. A Brauer character  2 IBrp(B) is said to be of relative height zero
with respect to N provided that the height of  is equal to that of an irreducible
constituent of  N . Now assume G is p-solvable. In this paper, we count the num-
ber of relative height zero irreducible Brauer characters of B with respect to N that
lie over any given ' 2 IBrp(N ). As a consequence, we show that if D is a defect
group of B and OB is the unique p-block of N NG (D) with defect group D such that
OBG D B, then B and OB have equal numbers of relative height zero irreducible Brauer
characters with respect to N .
1. Introduction
Fix a prime p and let N be a normal subgroup of a finite group G. Let B be a
p-block of G and let  2 IBr(B), the set of irreducible Brauer characters belonging to
B. Suppose  is an irreducible constituent of  N , and write b for the p-block of N to
which  belongs. As in [8], a defect group D of B is called an inertial defect group
of B (with respect to b) if it is a defect group of the Fong–Reynolds correspondent of
B in the inertial group T of b in G.
By [8, Lemma 3.2], we have ht( )  ht(). If  0 is any other irreducible con-
stituent of  N , then  0 is G-conjugate to  and belongs to a G-conjugate of b. Since
G-conjugate p-blocks of N have equal defects, the difference ht( )   ht() does not
depend on the choice of the constituent  .
The Brauer character  is said to be of relative height zero with respect to N pro-
vided that ht( ) D ht(). We denote by IBr0N (B), the set of irreducible Brauer charac-
ters belonging to B and having relative height zero with respect to N . If ht( ) D 0,
then ht() D 0 as ht( )  ht(). Hence every irreducible Brauer character in B of
height zero lies in IBr0N (B), and so in particular IBr0N (B) ¤ ;. Furthermore when
N D 1, then IBr0N (B) is precisely the set of irreducible Brauer characters in B of height
zero. (See also Corollary 2.2 below.)
Let ' 2 IBr(b). We write IBr0N (B j ') for the set of all those Brauer characters in
IBr0N (B) that lie over '. Theorem 3.3 in [8] implies that IBr0N (B j ')¤ ; if and only if
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' is D-invariant for some inertial defect group D of B. So in particular, IBr0N (B j ')¤
; when ' is G-invariant.
Assume now that G is p-solvable. In [6], we counted the number of height zero
irreducible Brauer characters in B that lie over '. If ' is not of height zero, then
in view of the inequality above, there are no height zero irreducible Brauer characters
in B over '. So, in effect, the main result of [6] counts the number of elements in
IBr0N (B j ') in case ' is of height zero. In this paper, we count the number of elements
in IBr0N (B j ') for any ' 2 IBr(b).
Theorem A. Let G be a p-solvable group and let B be a p-block of G. Suppose
N is a normal subgroup of G, b is a p-block of N covered by B, T is the inertial
group of b in G and ' 2 IBr(b). If D is an inertial defect group of B with respect to b
and OB is the unique p-block of N NG(D) with defect group D such that OBG D B, then
jIBr0N (B j ')j D





[
t2T
IBr0N ( OB j 't )





.
As a consequence of this result, we have the following.
Theorem B. Let G be a p-solvable group and let B be a p-block of G with de-
fect group D. Suppose N is a normal subgroup of G and let OB be the unique p-block
of N NG(D) with defect group D such that OBG D B. Then
jIBr0N (B)j D jIBr0N ( OB)j.
If we take N D 1, then Theorem B reduces to an equivalent form of [10,
Theorem 4.1], which is a modular version of the Alperin–McKay conjecture for
p-solvable groups.
We finally mention that Theorem B is not true if the group is not assumed to be
p-solvable. For example, let G D GL(3, 2). Let B be the principal 2-block of G and
take N D 1. Then jIBr0N (B)j D 3, as B has three irreducible Brauer characters, all of
height zero. On the other hand, if D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, then NG(D) D D
and so if OB is the principal 2-block of NG(D), we have jIBr0N ( OB)j D 1.
2. Proof of the results
In this section we prove Theorems A and B of the introduction. We begin with a
number of preliminary results.
Let  be an irreducible p-Brauer character of an arbitrary finite group G. By
a vertex of  we mean any vertex of the simple G-module (in characteristic p) that
corresponds to  .
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Lemma 2.1. Let N GG where G is p-solvable and let B be a p-block of G with
defect group D. Suppose  2 IBr(B).
(i)  2 IBr0N (B) if and only if jDj=jD \ N j D jPj=jP \ N j where P is any vertex
of  .
(ii) Suppose Q is a vertex of  with Q  D. Then  2 IBr0N (B) if and only if
QN D DN.
Proof. (i) Let ' be an irreducible constituent of  N and let P be a vertex for
 . Then [11, Corollary 3] implies that jP \ N j is the order of any vertex of '. Fur-
thermore, if b is the p-block of N to which ' belongs, jD \ N j is the order of any
defect group of b from [3, Proposition 4.2]. Now  2 IBr0N (B) if and only if
jGjp
 (1)p

jN jp
'(1)p

 1
D
jDj
jD \ N j
.
The result is then immediate by [1, Theorem 2.1].
(ii) Part (i) implies that  2 IBr0N (B) if and only if jQN j D jDN j. Since Q  D,
we have QN  DN and the result immediately follows.
Before stating our second preliminary result, we mention an easy corollary.
Corollary 2.2. Let M  N be normal subgroups of a p-solvable group G and
let B be a p-block of G. Then IBr0M (B)  IBr0N (B).
Proof. Let D be a defect group of B and assume  2 IBr0M (B). Choose a vertex
Q for  such that Q  D. By Lemma 2.1 (ii) we have QM D DM . So QN D DN
and again by Lemma 2.1 (ii),  2 IBr0N (B).
Our next lemma involves the concept of a relative p-block introduced in [4, 5]. For
the reader’s convenience, we first give a brief review of this concept and other related
notions needed for our purposes.
Let G be a p-solvable group. If  is an ordinary character of G, we denote by

0 the restriction of  to the set of p-regular elements of G.
In [2], Isaacs associates to every character  2 Irr(G) a unique (up to G-conjugacy)
pair (W, ) called nucleus of  such that W is a subgroup of G,  2 Irr(W ) is p-factorable
(i.e.,  is a product of a p-special and a p0-special characters of W ), and  D  G . Let
Bp0(G) be the set of all those  2 Irr(G) for which  is p0-special. Then Isaacs in [2]
proved that the restriction map  7! 0 defines a bijection of Bp0(G) onto IBr(G).
Now let N G G and  2 Bp0(N ). We say that two characters  ,  0 2 Irr(G j )
(the set of irreducible characters of G lying over ) are linked provided that there
exist irreducible characters 0, 1, : : : , n of G lying over  and irreducible Brauer
characters  0, : : : ,  n 1 of G such that 0 D  , n D  0 and di i diC1 i ¤ 0 for all
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0  i  n 1. This linking clearly defines an equivalence relation on Irr(G j ) and the
resulting equivalence classes are called relative p-blocks of G with respect to (N , ).
Let Blp(G j ) be the set of all these relative p-blocks. If B is any (Brauer) p-block
of G such that Irr(B)\ Irr(G j ) ¤ ;, then it is not hard to see that Irr(B)\ Irr(G j )
is in fact a union of some relative p-blocks in Blp(G j ).
Let B 2 Blp(G j ). By IBr(B), we mean the set of all  2 IBr(G) such that
 D 
0 where  2 B. It turns out that IBr(B) is always nonempty.
Finally we should mention that a notion of the defect group of a relative p-block
is defined in Section 4 of [5].
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a p-solvable group and let B be a p-block of G with
defect group D. Suppose N G G and let  2 Bp0(N ) be G-invariant. If Q is a vertex
of the unique irreducible Brauer character  of DN lying over the irreducible Brauer
character 0, then
(i) QN D DN ;
(ii) there exists a nucleus (W,  ) for  such that Q is contained in the stabilizer S of
(W,  ) in G and Q \ W is a Sylow p-subgroup of W ;
(iii) assume B 2 Blp(G j ) has defect group Q and let OB be the relative p-block in
Blp(NG(QN ) j ) with defect group Q corresponding to B via Proposition 3.4 (c) in
[6]. Then if OB is the p-block of NG(QN ) (D NG(DN )) with defect group D such that
OBG D B, we have B  Irr(B) if and only if OB  Irr( OB).
Proof. (i) Since  is G-invariant, then so is 0. It follows by [9, Theorem 3.5.11
(ii)] that  N D 0, and so in particular  (1)p D 0(1)p. Next as Q is a vertex for  ,
[11, Corollary 3] implies that jQ \ N j is the order of any vertex of 0. Then by [1,
Theorem 2.1], jDN jp=jQj D jN jp=jQ \ N j, and hence jDj=jD \ N j D jQj=jQ \ N j.
Therefore jDN j D jQN j. But QN  DN as Q  DN . It follows that QN D DN .
(ii) Since QN D DN by (i), Lemma 2.4 (b) in [7] tells us that there exists a
nucleus (W,  ) for  such that Q is contained in the stabilizer S of (W,  ) in G.
Next by Lemma 2.3 (c) of [7], there is  2 IBr(S\(QN )) lying over  0 and having
vertex Q such that QN D  . Now as  is an S-invariant p0-special character of W ,
we conclude by [6, Lemma 2.1 (b)] that Q \ W is a Sylow p-subgroup of W .
(iii) Let  (resp. Q) be the p-block of G (resp. NG(QN )) such that B  Irr()
(resp. OB  Irr( Q)). We claim that QG is defined and QG D .
Since OB has Q as a defect group, Corollary 2.5 in [6] says that there exists  2
IBr( OB) having vertex Q. Now  2 IBr( Q) and hence by [9, Theorem 5.1.9], there is
some defect group P of Q such that Q  P . As QCG(Q)  NG(QN ), it follows
by Corollary 5.3.7 and Theorem 5.3.6 of [9] that QG is defined. Next we show that
Q

G
D .
Choose  2 OB. Since  lies over , we may write G D
P
c
Æ
Æ for Æ 2 Irr(G j ).
Let B1 D B, : : : , Bm be all the (distinct) relative p-blocks in Blp(G j ) that are
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contained in Irr(). Then
X
Æ2Irr()
c
Æ
Æ D
m
X
iD1
 
X
Æ2Bi
c
Æ
Æ
!
.
Now as

P
Æ2B1
c
Æ
Æ(1)p D [G(1)]p and

P
Æ2Bi
c
Æ
Æ(1)p > [G(1)]p for i ¤ 1 by [6,
Proposition 3.4 (a)], we get that P
Æ2Irr() cÆÆ(1)

p D [G(1)]p. Since  2 OB  Irr( Q),
it follows by [9, Corollary 5.3.2] that QG D , as claimed.
Now if OB  Irr( OB), then B  Irr(B) by the above. Next suppose B  Irr(B). Then
Q

G
D B and so to finish the proof of (iii), by the uniqueness of the p-block OB, it
suffices to show that Q has defect group D.
Recall that P is a defect group of Q. Then in view of Lemma 5.3.3 of [9], there
exists g 2 G for which
P  Dg.()
So in particular QN  P N  Dg N . Since QN D DN by (i) and jDN j D jDg N j, it
follows that
QN D P N D Dg N .()
Next let b be the p-block of N such that  2 Irr(b). Since  2 Irr( Q) \
Irr(NG(QN ) j ), we have that Q covers b. Also B covers b, as B  Irr(B). Prop-
osition 4.2 in [3] now implies that jP \ N j D jDg \ N j D pd(b), where d(b) is the
defect of b. In view of (), we are then forced to have jPj D jDgj. Hence P D Dg
from (). Also, since DN D QN D Dg N , it is clear that g 2 NG(DN ). Then as P is
a defect group of Q (a p-block of NG(DN )), we deduce that D also is a defect group
for Q, as needed to be shown.
Lemma 2.4. Let N G G where G is p-solvable and let B be a p-block of G
with defect group D. Assume  2 Bp0(N ) is G-invariant and ! 2 IBr0N (B j ') where
' D 
0
. If Q is a vertex for the unique irreducible Brauer character  of DN lying
over ', then
(i) ! has vertex Q;
(ii) ! 2 IBr(B) for some relative p-block B 2 Blp(G j ) having defect group Q and
such that B  Irr(B).
Proof. Let Q be a vertex of the unique irreducible Brauer character  of DN
lying over '. Then QN D DN by Lemma 2.3 (i).
(i) Choose a vertex R for ! such that R  D. Then by Lemma 2.1 (ii), we have
RN D DN . Now as ' is G-invariant, [7, Lemma 2.5] tells us that R is a vertex of  .
So Q is DN -conjugate to R, and hence is a vertex for !.
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(ii) Let  be the unique character in Bp0(G) such that 0 D !. As ! lies over
' and all the irreducible constituents of N are in Bp0(N ) by [2, Corollary 7.5], 
must lie over . Let B be the relative p-block in Blp(G j ) in which  lies. Then
! 2 IBr(B) and since  2 Irr(B), we have B  Irr(B). Next we show that B has Q as
a defect group.
By Corollary 2.5 in [6], B has a defect group P such that Q  P (as ! 2 IBr(B)),
and there is  2 IBr(B) with P as a vertex. Now since  2 IBr(B), we have P  Dg
for some g 2 G, and so in particular P N  (DN )g . But QN  P N and QN D DN .
We deduce then that QN D P N . Also, as ! and  both lie over ', [11, Corollary 3]
implies that jQ \ N j D jP \ N j. It follows that jQj D jPj and therefore Q D P as
Q  P . We have thus shown that Q is a defect group for B, as needed.
The following is an essential step toward the proof of Theorem A.
Proposition 2.5. Let N G G where G is p-solvable and let B and b be p-blocks
of G and N respectively such that B covers b. Suppose ' 2 IBr(b) is G-invariant. Let
D be a defect group of B and write OB for the unique p-block of NG(DN ) with defect
group D such that OBG D B, then
jIBr0N (B j ')j D jIBr0N ( OB j ')j.
Proof. First let  be the character in Bp0(N ) for which 0 D '. Since  is
uniquely determined by ', we note that  is G-invariant. Next fix a vertex Q for
the unique irreducible Brauer character  of DN that lies over '. Then, in view of
Lemma 2.3 (i), we have QN D DN .
Next by [8, Lemma 3.2 (ii)], IBr0N (B j ') ¤ ;. Let ! 2 IBr0N (B j '). Then
Lemma 2.4 tells us that ! has vertex Q and that ! 2 IBr(B) for some relative p-block
B 2 Blp(G j ) having Q as a defect group and such that B  Irr(B).
Let now B1, : : : , Bm be all the (distinct) relative p-blocks in Blp(G j ) having
defect group Q and such that Bi  Irr(B) for all i 2 {1, : : : , m}. Next write A for
the set of all those  2
Sm
iD1 IBr(Bi ) having Q as a vertex. Then IBr0N (B j ')  A by
the preceding paragraph. Since QN D DN , Lemma 2.1 implies that A  IBr0N (B j ').
Consequently, we have IBr0N (B j ') D A.
Next by Lemma 2.3 (ii), there exists a nucleus (W,  ) of  such that Q is con-
tained in the stabilizer of (W,  ) in G and Q \W is a Sylow p-subgroup of W . Then
for each i , let OBi be the relative p-block in Blp(NG(QN ) j ) with defect group Q
corresponding to Bi through Proposition 3.4 (c) of [6]. By Lemma 2.3 (iii), we have
OBi  Irr( OB).
Suppose O is a relative p-block in Blp(NG(QN ) j ) with defect group Q and
such that O  Irr( OB). If  is the relative p-block in Blp(G j ) that corresponds to O
via [6, Proposition 3.4 (c)], then Q is a defect group for , and by Lemma 2.3 (iii)
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we have   Irr(B). Therefore  is one of B1, : : : , Bm and it follows that O is one
of OB1, : : : , OBm . This tells us that OB1, : : : , OBm are all the (distinct) relative p-blocks in
Blp(NG(QN ) j ) having Q as a defect group and which are contained in Irr( OB).
If  2 Irr(B), then the irreducible constituents of N all belong to b, as b is
G-invariant. It follows from the remark following Lemma 3.1 in [6] that the p-block
OB covers b. Now let C be the set of all  2
Sm
iD1 IBr( OBi ) having vertex Q. Then
by repeating the argument used above to show that IBr0N (B j ') D A, we get that
IBr0N ( OB j ') D C .
Next let i 2 {1, : : : , m} and assume  2 IBr( OBi ). We claim that Q is a vertex of
 . Since  lies over ' and  is the unique irreducible Brauer character of QN lying
over ', we have that  lies over  . Then as Q is a vertex for  , there exists a vertex
P of  with Q  P by [9, Lemma 4.3.4]. On the other hand, Corollary 2.5 of [6]
implies that some NG(QN )-conjugate of P is contained in the defect group Q of OBi .
It follows that P D Q, which proves our claim.
We now have IBr0N ( OB j ')D C D
Sm
iD1 IBr( OBi ). By [6, Proposition 3.4 (b)], jIBr( OBi )j
is equal to the number of all those Brauer characters in IBr(Bi ) that have Q as a vertex.
It follows that jIBr0N (B j ')j D jAj D
Pm
iD1jIBr( OBi )j D jIBr0N ( OB j ')j, and the proof of
the proposition is complete.
The stable case of our next proposition is the key for proving Theorem A. This
result is analogous to Theorem A, where the subgroup N NG(D) is replaced by the
possibly larger subgroup NG(DN ) (note that N NG(D)  NG(DN ), always). We should
mention that in the proof of this proposition, we will adapt some of the arguments used
in the proof of the main theorem of [6].
Proposition 2.6. Let N G G where G is p-solvable and let B and b be p-blocks
of G and N respectively such that B covers b. Let T be the inertial group of b in G
and suppose ' 2 IBr(b). If D is an inertial defect group of B with respect to b and OB
is the unique p-block of NG(DN ) with defect group D such that OBG D B, then
jIBr0N (B j ')j D





[
t2T
IBr0N ( OB j 't )





.
Proof. First let I be the inertial group of ' in G.
CASE 1. Assume IBr0N (B j ') D ;. We just need to show that IBr0N ( OB j 't ) D ;
for all t 2 T . Suppose, on the contrary, that there is t0 2 T for which IBr0N ( OB j 't0 )¤ ;.
Then [8, Theorem 3.3] implies that an NG(DN )-conjugate of D, hence DN , is con-
tained in the inertial group of 't0 in G. So, in particular, Dt 10  I . Now as D is an
inertial defect group of B with respect to b and t 10 2 T , we have that Dt
 1
0 also is
an inertial defect group of B with respect to b. Then in view of Theorem 3.3 in [8],
it follows that IBr0N (B j ') ¤ ;, which contradicts our assumption.
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CASE 2. Suppose that IBr0N (B j ')¤ ;. Let ! 2 IBr0N (B j '). Next denote by !(I )
the unique irreducible Brauer character of I lying over ' such that (!(I ))G D ! and let
!(T ) be the irreducible Brauer character (!(I ))T . Then as ' 2 IBr(b) and !(T ) lies over
', [9, Theorem 5.5.10] implies that !(T ) 2 IBr(B 0), where B 0 is the Fong–Reynolds
correspondent of B in T . Now let Q be a vertex of !(I ). Then !(T ) has vertex Q and
so by [9, Theorem 5.1.9], Q  Dt for some t 2 T . Also, since Q is a vertex for ! and
! 2 IBr0N (B), we have !(T ) 2 IBr0N (B 0) by Lemma 2.1 (i). Then part (ii) of Lemma 2.1
tells us that QN D Dt N .
Choose now a minimal subset U of T such that for each ! 2 IBr0N (B j '), there
exists a unique element u
!
2 U such that Du! N D QN for some vertex Q of !(I ).
STEP 1. Our objective in this step is to show that
(1)
[
t2T
IBr0N ( OB j 't ) D
[
u2U
IBr0N ( OB j 'u
 1 ).
So let t 2 T and suppose  2 IBr0N ( OB j 't ). Then as a vertex of  t
 1 is conjugate
to a vertex of  and a defect group of OB t 1 is conjugate to a defect group of OB, we
have  t 1 2 IBr0N ( OB t
 1
j ') by Lemma 2.1 (i). Let now  be the unique element in
IBr(NG(Dt 1 N ) \ I ) lying over ' such that NG (Dt
 1 N )
D 
t 1
.
Since OB t 1 has defect group Dt 1 , the Brauer character  t 1 has some vertex P 
Dt 1 by [9, Theorem 5.1.9]. Then Lemma 2.1 (ii) says that P N D Dt 1 N . Next there is
h 2 NG(Dt 1 N ) for which R D Ph is a vertex for . Now RN D (P N )h D Dt 1 N . So
in particular, as RN  I , we get Dt 1 N  I . Therefore NG(Dt 1 N )\ I D NI (Dt 1 N ).
Now if  is the p-block of NI (Dt 1 N ) for which  2 IBr(), we have that NG (Dt
 1 N )
is defined and NG (Dt
 1 N )
D
OB t 1 by Lemma 3.1 in [8].
Next choose a defect group L for  such that R  L . By [9, Lemma 5.3.3], there
exists k 2 NG(Dt 1 N ) such that L  (Dt 1 )k . Now
RN  L N  (Dt 1 N )k D Dt 1 N .
Since RN D Dt 1 N , we get
(2) L N D Dt 1 N .
Next as  lies over ' and ' 2 IBr(b), the p-block  covers b. Then [3, Proposition 4.2]
implies that jL \ N j D pd(b) where d(b) is the defect of b. Similarly, since OB t 1 covers
b, we have jDt 1 \ N j D pd(b). Now from (2) jLj=jL \ N j D jDt 1 j=jDt 1 \ N j and it
follows that
(3) jLj D jDt 1 j D jDj.
Since NI (L)  NI (L N )  I and  is a p-block of NI (L N ) (D NI (Dt 1 N )) with
defect group L , Theorem 5.3.8 in [9] tells us that  I is defined and has L as a defect
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group. Furthermore, as  covers b, note by the remark following Lemma 3.1 of [6]
that  I covers b as well.
Now since ' is I -invariant, there exists an element  2 IBr0N ( I j ') by [8, Lemma 3.2
(ii)]. Next we have NG (Dt 1 N ) D OB t 1 and ( OB t 1 )G D B. Then [9, Lemma 5.3.4] says that

G is defined and equals B. By Lemma 5.3.4 in [9] again, we get that ( I )G is defined and
equals B. Now as  is an irreducible Brauer character of  I lying over ', [8, Lemma 3.1]
implies that G is an irreducible Brauer character of B lying over '. We claim that G 2
IBr0N (B j ').
As  2 IBr0N ( I j ') and the order of any defect group of  I is jDj by (3),
we have ((1)pjDj)=jI jp D ('(1)p pd(b))=jN jp. On the other hand, ((1)pjDj)=jI jp D
(G(1)pjDj)=jGjp. It follows that G 2 IBr0N (B j '), as claimed.
Next choose a vertex K of  such that K  L (recall that L is a defect group
of  I ). Since  2 IBr0N ( I ), we have K N D L N by Lemma 2.1 (ii). Further, by the
choice of the subset U , as G 2 IBr0N (B j '), there exist y 2 I and u0 2 U such that
K y N D Du0 N . Now in view of (2), we get that (DN )t 1 y D (Dt 1 N )y D (DN )u0 .
Hence z D u0 y 1t 2 NG(DN ). Then 't D ' yu 10 z D ('u 10 )z , which tells us that 't
is NG(DN )-conjugate to 'u 10 . Now since  2 IBr0N ( OB j 't ), we conclude that  2
IBr0N ( OB j 'u
 1
0 ). This clearly proves (1).
STEP 2. For each u 2 U , we let Eu be the set of ! 2 IBr0N (B j ') such that !(I )
has a vertex Q with QN D Du N . By the minimality of U , it is clear that Eu ¤ ;.
Our final goal in this step is to prove that
(4) jEuj D jIBr0N ( OB j 'u
 1 )j,
for each u 2 U .
Let u 2 U . Suppose ! 2 Eu . If 1 is the p-block of I such that !(I ) 2 IBr(1),
then 1G is defined and equals B by Lemma 3.1 of [8]. Let Q be a vertex for !(I )
such that
(5) QN D Du N .
Then Q  P for some defect group P of 1. Next by [9, Lemma 5.3.3], there is
g 2 G such that P  (Du)g . Now we have QN  P N  (Du N )g . Then from (5),
it follows that
(6) Du N D QN D P N D (Du N )g .
Hence, by Lemma 2.1, we get that !(I ) 2 IBr0N (1 j ').
It is clear from (6) that g 2 NG(Du N ). Also, as P N D Du N and jP \ N j D
pd(b) D jDu \ N j (as implied by [3, Proposition 4.2]), we have jPj D jDuj. Since P 
(Du)g , it follows that P D (Du)g . Hence 1 has some NG(Du N )-conjugate (namely P)
of Du as a defect group.
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Let now 1u,1, : : : ,1u,nu be all the (distinct) p-blocks of I covering b, each having
some NG(Du N )-conjugate of Du as a defect group and such that (1u,i )G D B for all
i 2 {1, : : : , nu}.
Let i 2 {1, : : : , nu}. Assume that  2 IBr0N (1u,i j '). Then G 2 IBr(B j ') by [8,
Lemma 3.1]. Next choose a defect group Ru,i for 1u,i which is NG(Du N )-conjugate
to Du . Let L be a vertex of  with L  Ru,i . Then by Lemma 2.1 (ii) we have L N D
Ru,i N D Du N . So, in particular, jLj=jL \ N j D jDj=jD \ N j. Since G has vertex L ,
it follows by Lemma 2.1 (i) that G 2 Eu .
Now the correspondence  7! G defines a map from
Snu
iD1 IBr
0
N (1u,i j ') to Eu .
This map is onto by the above discussion and 1-1 by Theorem 3.3.2 of [9]. Conse-
quently we get jEu j D
Pnu
iD1jIBr
0
N (1u,i j ')j.
For each i , we have seen above that 1u,i has a defect group Ru,i such that Ru,i N D
Du N . Let O1u,i be the unique p-block of NI (Du N ) having Ru,i as a defect group and
such that ( O1u,i )I D1u,i . By Proposition 2.5, we have jIBr0N (1u,i j ')j D jIBr0N ( O1u,i j ')j.
It follows that
(7) jEuj D
nu
X
iD1
jIBr0N ( O1u,i j ')j.
Now let i 2 {1, : : : , nu}. As ' is I -invariant, Lemma 3.2 (ii) in [8] tells us that
IBr0N (1u,i j ') ¤ ;. So IBr0N ( O1u,i j ') ¤ ;. Suppose  2 IBr0N ( O1u,i j '). Then NG (D
u N )
is an irreducible Brauer character of NG(Du N ) lying over '. Now by [8, Lemma 3.1],
( O1u,i )NG (Du N ) is defined and NG (Du N ) 2 IBr(( O1u,i )NG (Du N )). Next we have ( O1u,i )I D
1u,i and (1u,i )G D B. So ( O1u,i )G is defined and equals B by [9, Lemma 5.3.4]. Ap-
plying Lemma 5.3.4 of [9] once again, we get that (( O1u,i )NG (Du N ))G is defined and
equals B.
Next we know that O1u,i has Ru,i as a defect group. Then by Lemma 5.3.3 in
[9], ( O1u,i )NG (Du N ) has a defect group M for which Ru,i  M  D f , where f is some
element of G. But as Ru,i is G-conjugate to D, we conclude that M D Ru,i . Further,
since Ru,i is NG(Du N )-conjugate to Du , it follows that ( O1u,i )NG (Du N ) has Du as a de-
fect group. However, OBu is the only p-block of NG(Du N ) that has Du as a defect
group and such that ( OBu)G D B. We must then have that ( O1u,i )NG (Du N ) D OBu . Then

NG (Du N )
2 IBr( OBu).
Let X be a vertex of . As  2 IBr0N ( O1u,i ), we have jRu,i j=jRu,i\N j D jX j=jX\N j
by Lemma 2.1. Now since X is also a vertex for NG (Du N ) and Ru,i is a defect group of
OBu , it follows by the same lemma that NG (Du N ) 2 IBr0N ( OBu j ').
We may now define a map F from
Snu
iD1 IBr
0
N ( O1u,i j ') to IBr0N ( OBu j ') by F()D

NG (Du N )
. We claim that F is a bijection. First F is 1-1 by [9, Theorem 3.3.2]. Next
we show that F is onto.
Let Æ be an element of IBr0N ( OBu j '). Next call  , the element in IBr(NI (Du N ))
that lies over ' and such that  NG (Du N ) D Æ. Now if 3 is the p-block of NI (Du N )
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to which  belongs, we have that 3NG (Du N ) is defined and equals OBu by Lemma 3.1
of [8].
Let Y be a defect group for 3. Then by [9, Lemma 5.3.3], Y  (Du)e for some
e 2 NG(Du N ). So, in particular, Y N  Du N . Now choose a vertex V for  such that
V  Y . Since Æ 2 IBr0N ( OBu), V is a vertex of Æ and (Du)e is a defect group of OBu ,
Lemma 2.1 (ii) tells us that V N D (Du)e N D Du N . It follows that
(8) V N D Y N D Du N .
Then, by Lemma 2.1 (ii) again, we have  2 IBr0N (3 j '). Also by (8) we have
jY j=jY \ N j D jDuj=jDu \ N j. As each of 3 and OBu covers the p-block b, Propos-
ition 4.2 of [3] implies that jY \ N j D jDu \ N j. Hence jY j D jDuj and so Y D (Du)e.
By [9, Theorem 5.3.8], we have that 3I is defined and has Y as a defect group.
Next as 3NG (Du N ) D OBu and ( OBu)G D B, Lemma 5.3.4 in [9] tells us that 3G is defined
and 3G D B. Another application of [9, Lemma 5.3.4] now gives us that (3I )G is
defined and (3I )G D B.
Since 3 covers b, then so does 3I . Furthermore, as 3I has defect group Y , which
is NG(Du N )-conjugate to Du , we deduce that 3I D 1u,i0 for some i0 2 {1, : : : , nu}.
Recall that Ru,i0 is a defect group for 1u,i0 and that Ru,i0 N D Du N . Since Y is
also a defect group of 1u,i0 , we have Y D (Ru,i0 )c with c 2 I . Now as Y N D Du N
from (8), we get Ru,i0 N D (Ru,i0 N )c. This tells us that c 2 NI (Ru,i0 N ) D NI (Du N ). It
follows that Ru,i0 (D Y c
 1 ) is a defect group of 3. Then we must have 3 D O1u,i0 .
Now  2 IBr0N ( O1u,i0 j ') and  NG (D
u N )
D Æ. This proves that the map F is onto.
Hence F is a bijection as claimed.
Now jIBr0N ( OB j 'u
 1 )j D jIBr0N ( OBu j ')j D


Snu
iD1 IBr
0
N ( O1u,i j ')

 (the second equality
follows from the fact that F is a bijection). Since O1u,1, : : : , O1u,nu are distinct p-blocks of
NI (Du N ) (because 1u,1,:::,1u,nu are distinct p-blocks) and jEuj D
Pnu
iD1jIBr
0
N ( O1u,i j ')j
by (7), equality (4) follows.
STEP 3. By our choice of the set U , since {Eu W u 2 U } is a partition of
IBr0N (B j '), then
jIBr0N (B j ')j D
X
u2U
jEuj
D
X
u2U
jIBr0N ( OB j 'u
 1 )j (by (4)).
Now to complete the proof of the proposition, in view of (1), it suffices to show that
the sets IBr0N ( OB j 'u
 1 ) are mutually disjoint.
So let u, u0 2 U and suppose IBr0N ( OB j 'u
 1 ) \ IBr0N ( OB j 'u
0 1 ) ¤ ;. Then there
is x 2 NG(DN ) for which 'u 1 D ('u0 1 )x . So u D x 1u0w for some w 2 I . Then
Du N D (Du0 N )w and by the choice of U , it follows that u D u0. The proof of the
proposition is now complete.
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We need two more lemmas to be able to prove the main theorems.
Lemma 2.7. Let N G G where G is p-solvable and let B and b be p-blocks of
G and N respectively such that B covers b. Let T be the inertial group of b in G and
let B 0 be the Fong–Reynolds correspondent of B in T . Suppose ' 2 IBr(b). Then the
map  7!  G defines bijections from IBr0N (B 0) onto IBr0N (B) and from IBr0N (B 0 j ')
onto IBr0N (B j ').
Proof. In view of [9, Theorem 5.5.10 (ii)], the map  7!  G defines a bijection
of IBr(B 0) onto IBr(B). We shall see that this bijection restricts to a bijection from
IBr0N (B 0) onto IBr0N (B). For that, it suffices to show that  2 IBr0N (B 0) if and only if
 
G
2 IBr0N (B). So let  2 IBr(B 0) and choose ! 2 IBr(b) under  . Then  G lies over
!. Since ht( ) D ht( G), we have ht( )   ht(!) D ht( G)   ht(!). The result then
immediately follows.
By the above, the map  7!  G defines an injection from IBr0N (B 0 j ') to
IBr0N (B j '). Next suppose  2 IBr0N (B j '). Since T contains the inertial group of
' (in G), then by Clifford’s theorem ([9, Exercise 3.3.4]), there exists an irreducible
Brauer character  of T over ' with G D  . Let B0 be the p-block of T to which
 belongs. Then B0 covers b and by [9, Theorem 5.5.10 (ii)], we have  2 IBr(BG0 ).
Hence BG0 D B and it follows (by Theorem 5.5.10 (i) of [9]) that B0 D B 0. So 
is an irreducible Brauer character of B 0 lying over '. Since  2 IBr0N (B), we have
 2 IBr0N (B 0) by the discussion in the first paragraph. This shows that our injection is,
in fact, a bijection and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Lemma 2.8. Let N G G where G is p-solvable and let B and b be p-blocks of
G and N respectively such that B covers b. Let T be the inertial group of b in G and
let B 0 be the Fong–Reynolds correspondent of B in T . Suppose D is a defect group
of B 0. Then B has defect group D. Moreover, if OB (resp. OB 0) is the unique p-block of
N NG(D) (resp. N NT (D)) with defect group D such that OBG D B (resp. OB 0T D B 0),
then OB 0 covers b, OB 0N NG (D) is defined and OB 0N NG (D) D OB.
Proof. The fact that B has defect group D is immediate from [9, Theorem 5.5.10
(iv)]. Next, since b is T -stable and B 0 covers b, then by the remark following Lemma 3.1
in [6], it is easy to see that OB 0 covers b. Also, as N NT (D) is the inertial group of
b in N NG(D), we have that OB 0N NG (D) is defined and has defect group D by [9, The-
orem 5.5.10]. Next OB 0T D B 0 and (B 0)G D B, and so in view of [9, Lemma 5.3.4], OB 0G is
defined and OB 0G D B. Using Lemma 5.3.4 of [9] once more, we get that   OB 0N NG (D)G is
defined and equals B. Now by the uniqueness of OB, we are forced to have OB 0N NG (D) D OB.
This ends the proof of the lemma.
We are now ready to present a proof for Theorem A.
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Proof of Theorem A. Let B 0 be the Fong–Reynolds correspondent of B in T .
Then Lemma 2.7 implies that
jIBr0N (B 0 j ')j D jIBr0N (B j ')j.()
Next we have that D is a defect group for B 0 and we write OB 0 for the unique
p-block of N NT (D) with defect group D such that OB 0T D B 0. Then Lemma 2.8 says
that OB 0 covers b and that, as N NT (D) is the inertial group of b in N NG(D), OB 0 is the
Fong–Reynolds correspondent of OB in N NT (D).
Note that 't 2 IBr(b) for every t 2 T . Then by Lemma 2.7, the map  7!  G
defines a bijection from St2T IBr0N ( OB 0 j 't ) onto
S
t2T IBr
0
N ( OB j 't ). It follows, in
particular, that





[
t2T
IBr0N ( OB 0 j 't )





D





[
t2T
IBr0N ( OB j 't )





.()
Next we claim that N NT (D) D NT (DN ).
First we easily see that N NT (D)  NT (DN ). Next, by [9, Corollary 5.5.6], there
exists a unique p-block b0 of DN covering b. Since b is NT (DN )-stable, it follows
that b0 is NT (DN )-stable. Also, as OB 0 covers b, then OB 0 must cover b0 as well. Now
in view of [3, Proposition 4.2], since OB 0 has defect group D, there is g 2 N for which
Dg is a defect group for b0. Hence b0 has D as a defect group. Let now x be any
element of NT (DN ). Then, as bx0 D b0, the subgroup Dx is a defect group of b0. It
follows that Dx is DN -conjugate to D. Hence Dx D Dy for some y 2 N . Therefore
x 2 N NT (D). We have thus shown that NT (DN )  N NT (D), and our claim is valid.
By Proposition 2.6, we have jIBr0N (B 0 j ')j D


S
t2T IBr
0
N ( OB 0 j 't )


. Then, taking
into account () and (), we get jIBr0N (B j ')j D


S
t2T IBr
0
N ( OB j 't )


, as wanted.
Next, we take care of Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. Let b0 be a p-block of N which is covered by B. Call T0
the inertial group of b0 in G and let B 00 be the Fong–Reynolds correspondent of B in
T0. Then by [9, Theorem 5.5.10 (iv)], there is g 2 G for which Dg is a defect group
for B 00.
Let b D (b0)g 1 . Then B covers b, the inertial group of b in G is T D (T0)g 1 and
B 0 D (B 00)g
 1 is the Fong–Reynolds correspondent of B (with respect to b) in T . Note
also that B 0 has D as a defect group. Let OB 0 be the unique p-block of N NT (D) with
defect group D such that OB 0T D B 0. Then, by Lemma 2.8, we have that the p-block
OB 0 covers b and that it is the Fong–Reynolds correspondent of OB in the inertial group
N NT (D) of b in N NG(D).
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Next T acts by conjugation on IBr(b). Let O1, : : : , Or be the resulting orbits and
for each i 2 {1, : : : , r}, choose 'i 2 Oi . By Theorem A, we have
jIBr0N (B 0 j 'i )j D






[
2Oi
IBr0N ( OB 0 j )






.
It follows that
jIBr0N (B 0)j D
r
X
iD1
jIBr0N (B 0 j 'i )j
D
r
X
iD1






[
2Oi
IBr0N ( OB 0 j )






D






[
2IBr(b)
IBr0N ( OB 0 j )






D jIBr0N ( OB 0)j.
Finally since jIBr0N (B)j D jIBr0N (B 0)j and jIBr0N ( OB)j D jIBr0N ( OB 0)j, as implied by
Lemma 2.7, we get jIBr0N (B)j D jIBr0N ( OB)j, as required.
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